Meet The Contestants

Team Philippines

Prince Ernest Eugene Ronson D. Sabado
Prince is a third-year student pursuing a Bachelor of Arts in Asian Studies at the University of Santo Tomas in Manila, Philippines. As a student of International Relations and Area Studies, Prince has been selected to participate in various national and international conferences advocating for the realisation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. He is currently the Assistant Secretary-General of the University of Santo Tomas Model United Nations and the Associate Editor of The Flame.

Crizelle Quinquini Joya
Crizelle is a Management Accounting student at the University of Santo Tomas, advocating for environment and climate action, and actively involved in volunteering and various projects that aim to promote youth engagement and sustainable development in the country and the region. As a result of her dedication and determination in the advocacy, she has learnt to have a voice not only for herself but for others as well.

Team Thailand

Pakornwit Wiangsripanawan
Pakornwit is passionate about the fascinating patterns of food and behaviour that weave our society into a global network and drive today’s world. This hackathon event will foster collaboration and build thriving regions. “I can’t wait to share our Foodscape project, which highlights the incredible power of food. Let’s make it happen together!”

Apisara Haingsa
Apisara is passionate about people and society. She is driven by her belief in the power of youth to build inclusive cities. Meet me at the hackathon where connection is the key. Let’s create prosperous regions together. “I am excited to unveil our ‘Foodscape’, showing the extraordinary power of food. Join me on this exciting journey!”

Team Indonesia

Muhammad Ridho Izzulhaq
Ridho Izzulhaq is a professional programmer and technology writer from Indonesia. He won the MURI award for the youngest book author on Single Board Computer Topics. He has been involved in several winning hackathon projects, such as the BPJS Healthkathon, officially organized by the Indonesian government.

Aryo Bagas
Aryo is a computer science student at Indonesia University of Education, passionate about data science, machine learning and project management. He is familiar with Python, Hadoop, and other programming languages such as C, C++, PHP, etc. Enthusiastic to learn more about other skills related to machine learning and data science. Experienced in working as part of a team to solve problems and is keen to work with others to develop his skills.
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Team Thailand

Narisara Charoensap
Narisara is an undergraduate student currently studying in the Faculty of Economics at Chiang Mai University. Her interests revolve around youth empowerment, economic initiatives and environmental advocacy. She is interested in promoting youth engagement and international collaboration to realise the common vision of achieving the Sustainable Development Goals. Furthermore, Narisara firmly believes that consistent social activism plays a pivotal role in changing our collective behaviour for the better.

Kamonchai Chalee
Kamonchai holds a degree in Product Design Engineering from King Mongkut’s University of Technology North Bangkok. He has gained valuable experience by representing Thailand in a cultural exchange programme in Singapore and has participated in environmental hackathons dedicated to sustainability.

Team Indonesia

Muhammad Ananda Maulana
Ananda Maulana is a committed advocate of sustainable development and global cooperation. With a strong passion for energy transition, sustainable finance and public policy, Muhammad’s work is driven by a desire to create positive change. Through his involvement in several youth organizations, work experience in several consultancies and a number of publications, Muhammad strives to shape policies that promote a sustainable and livable planet.

Chendy Puspita
Chendy is a final year International Relations student with extensive research experience in socio-political and environmental issues. She strongly believes that youth are crucial in enriching discourses on a future with a healthy planet and prosperous people, which is reflected in her research experiences with the ASEAN Youth Organization, the UN Association in Indonesia, and Indonesian Youth Diplomacy. Her research focuses on foreign policy, international development and climate change.

Team Malaysia

Nurilly Rania Jusly
Rania is a passionate teacher with a love for languages, nature and technology. With a strong belief in global digitalisation, she is actively developing her IT skills to empower underserved and rural communities through technology in education. As an advocate for environmental conservation, particularly in Sabah, Malaysia, she is committed to fighting biodiversity loss through climate education and innovative solutions. She recognises the crucial role of teachers in imparting this knowledge to future generations.

Dean Delaina Denis Ejoh
Dean is an inspiring individual with a deep commitment to animal welfare and is actively involved with Labuan Stray Free to promote animal welfare. She is also passionate about promoting equality in education, recognizing its transformative power. As a dedicated social entrepreneur, Dean combines her passion for animal welfare and education to implement innovative solutions to tackle social challenges. Her unwavering commitment exemplifies her drive to contribute to a more compassionate and inclusive society.
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Team Vietnam

Nhi Dung Hoang

Hoang Dung Nhi is a driven and resilient 21-year-old with a passion for entrepreneurship and technology. As a marketing management student with a diverse background, she is eager to hone her technical and problem-solving skills in this hackathon. With a strong belief in continuous learning, she aspires to connect with like-minded people around the world and have a positive impact on society through her ideas.

Trang Minh Nguyen

Nguyen Minh Trang is a 21-year-old student of business English at the University of Foreign Trade. She is passionate about diplomacy and international relations, especially intercultural communication. As a tutor, social media marketer and educational content creator, she is confident in her multifaceted creativity. She also works as a teaching and research assistant and has a keen interest in education and sustainable development research.

Myat Thu

Having recently graduated from high school, Myat Thu is a 19-year-old Burmese student with a deep passion for technology-enabled solutions to the world’s most pressing problems. He plans to study data science at university and hopes to change the ASEAN community through the implementation of innovative ideas. As a creative individual with a broad worldview – be it social, technological or environmental – he wants to bring his fresh perspectives to the table.

Eaindry Myint Mo

Eaindry is an 18-year-old high school graduate from Myanmar with a keen interest in the intersection of law, geopolitics and history. As an aspiring law student, Eaindry is committed to increasing legal literacy and awareness among the public. Having been born and raised in Myanmar, Eaindry is acutely aware of the structural and social problems in her country and ASEAN. She is committed to helping the region’s marginalised communities through her studies and work.

Team Taiwan

Hui En Chang

Hui is an outgoing and energetic dental student currently studying at Chung Shan Medical University in Taichung. She enjoys exploring the world through experiences and interacting with people from different backgrounds. She is passionate about sharing her point of view and integrating ideas to build a better world. “I look forward to any open opportunity to learn and innovate!”

Ting Yu Sun

Ting is a medical student who loves to explore and learn. He is currently studying at Chung Shan Medical University in Taichung, Taiwan. Ting believes that participating in this event will give him the opportunity to meet people from different fields and engage in intellectual discussions during international activities. “I believe this will enhance my understanding of the field.”
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Team South Korea

**Ha Neul Kim**

Ha Neul Kim is from South Korea. She graduated with honours from Yonsei University and is continuing her studies in international relations at Peking University. Ha Neul has developed a strong interest in international security through research and internship experiences at various institutions, including the International Energy Agency and the World Food Programme. She is also a recipient of several national awards from the Ministry of Unification and the Ministry of Environment.

**Truston Yu**

Truston Yu is from Indonesia and is a first class graduate of the 3 Campus East Asia Programme, having studied at Yonsei University in Korea, Keio University in Japan and the University of Hong Kong. Her research interests include Southeast Asian studies and Southeast Asian foreign relations. She is particularly interested in the potential of Europe-Southeast Asia cooperation as a counterweight to great power rivalry. Truston is currently interning at the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank.

We would like to extend our best wishes to all the teams for the greatest possible success.